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ABSTRACT

This product is made for people of all ages and is to be worn to bed in order to preserve your hairstyle. The Wrap Snap Cap stays intact leaving the hair with a smooth and healthy appearance for the next day. Finally, people everywhere will be able to get a fill night sleep without fixing and rewrapping their hair. Never again will you have to worry about it falling off while you sleep.
WRAP SNAP CAP

[0001] This product is made for men and women of all ages and is to be worn to bed in order to preserve your hairstyle. The Wrap Snap Cap stays intact leaving the hair with a smooth and healthy appearance for the next day. Finally men and women everywhere will be able to get a full nights sleep without fixing and rew rapping their hair. Never again will men and women have to worry about it falling off while they sleep. The Wrap Snap Cap is unique and thing like the traditional head scarf which can easily come loose interrupting sleep with constant readjustments that can happen two or more times each night.

[0002] FIG. 1. Is a perspective view of the Wrap Snap Cap seen in front of the invention where a triangle shaped flap is visually seen.

[0003] FIG. 2. Is a cross sectional view of the invention on the side where no snap are added.

[0004] FIG. 3. Is a elevation view of the invention underneath where the band is shown first.

[0005] FIG. 4. Is a perspective of the top of the invention.

[0006] FIG. 5. Is another side view of the Wrap Snap Cap where a right snap is located on the band which will connect to the final snap that is on the end of the flap on line 5-FIG. 1.

[0007] FIG. 6. Is a view of the back and third side of the invention along the line 6-6 FIG. 2.

1. What I claim as my invention is The Wrap Snap Cap.
2. I claim that the Wrap Snap Cap keeps your hair intact and stays on your head while you sleep.
3. I claim that the Wrap Snap Cap helps preserve your hairstyle for the next day.
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